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Apte, D. V., jEtf.—Grahaganitadhyaya (Uttarardhab) of Bhas-
karacarya with Vasana Bhasya and Siromani-prakasa
Tlka of Q-anesa Daivajna. Edited from a rare MS, for the
first time. Part II (Sanskrit text). Roy. 8vo, pp. 3 +167,
Anandashram Press, Poona, 1941.	[81
Second part of Bhaskaracarya's work on astronomy, with his ex-
planatory notes called V^sanabhashyam and commentary called Shiromani-
prakash by Ganesh Daivadna.
Bagchi, P. C.,—New Materials for the study of the Kuma-
ratantra of Ravana. 1C. VII, pp. 269-286.	[82
The Kwnaratantra of Ravana is a treatise on children's disease. The
writer here examines a Nepalese manuscript of the work, and translates
some passages and compares it with another work on medicine called
Kasyapasambita.
	 [Some  Aspects  of Ancient Indian   Culture]   by Dr.
D. R. Bhandarkar.   See ABIHL III, No. 88.	[83
" Deals with the problem of the Arya, Dasa and Sudra. He next deter-
mines the special character of the Aryan culture, and then deals with
the question of Aryanisation of India at length, Last of all the questions
of Brahmanisation and Indianisation have also been treated at some
length. Arya; according to Dr. Bhandarkar is a racial term. The
Dasas or Dasyus were originally the Dahae of the Caspienne steppes,
some of whom seem to have embraced the Aryan religion. But Dr.
Bhandarkar also points out that in course of time the word Dasa had
lost its ethnological significance and denoted any foreigners who did not
conform to the Aryan practices. The word Sudra was a tribal name even
up to the time of Patanjali." IHQ. XVII, pp. 131-132.
Balaratnam, L. K.,—Mural Paintings at Trivandrum. NR.
XIV, pp. 299-303.	[84
Describes mural paintings in the temple and the frescoes discovered
in a rock-cut cave temple at Tirimandikara in South Travancore.
Barman, Chandicharan,—On the Ancient Art of Assam.
JARS. VIII Ft. 1, pp. 21-25.	[85
Gives a few examples of Assamese art.
Bhatkhande, V. N.,—A Comparative Study of some of the
leading Music Systems of the 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries, pp. 112, Bombay 194 L	[86
	Hindustham Sangit Paddhdati, Kramik   Pustakma-
lika. 5th Edn. (Marathi text). Royal 8vo. pp. 516, Bombay,
1941.	.	'.	[87
The system of Indian music. A treatise on Indian music, dealing with
ten well-known RSgas and containing 'songs in those jRagas with their
notation.

